Why Brown?
UPS operates one of the world’s largest, safest and most on-time airlines.

UPS Airlines integrates small packages and heavy freight in its daily network of more than 500 aircraft that reach nearly 700 destinations in over 220 countries and territories worldwide.

The company’s extensive air system includes international air hubs in Miami; Cologne, Germany; Shanghai; an intra-Asia hub in Shenzhen, China; and Worldport in Louisville, Kentucky — the 5.2 million square foot heart of UPS’s global air network.

In addition to its airline, UPS is also a pioneer in developing aviation technologies to enhance the safety and efficiency of the aviation industry.

By participating in the UPS Flight Operations Internship, interns can take advantage of the unique hands-on experiences and develop highly desirable professional skills, all while working at a Part 121 cargo airline. Interns at UPS will not only get hands-on experience in their particular field, they will also experience the fun-loving culture that makes UPS home to some of the most sought after internship programs in the country.

UPS/Ameriflight Gateway Program
Ameriflight and UPS Airlines have entered into The UPS/Ameriflight Gateway Program to create opportunities for flight crew personnel for both airlines. The collaboration is intended to offer outlined paths, under which UPS Airlines’ Intern Program participants can gain flying experience at Ameriflight, and accumulate the experience needed to proceed to UPS.

Under the program, UPS will actively mentor participating Ameriflight pilots. These former UPS interns will be encouraged to participate in UPS functions, and learn from UPS Airlines’ flight-qualified management team and Chief Pilots.

The agreement between Ameriflight and UPS is open to individuals who have successfully completed the UPS Intern Program and have been identified as eligible for the UPS/Ameriflight Gateway Program. These individuals must have a commercial-multi pilot certificate, and a minimum of 500 hours total time.

The agreement affords the opportunity for UPS interns to potentially qualify for employment with Ameriflight and UPS Airlines, respectively, upon completion of outlined experience and training requirements.
Qualifications

• Currently hold Commercial/Multi-Engine Instrument pilot license.
• Junior or Senior in an undergraduate Aviation or Business program or up to 2 years post graduate with 4 year degree in Aviation or Business.
• Preferred FAA Part141 flight school
• Must be a U.S. Citizen or National of the U.S., an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or an alien authorized to work in the U.S. for this employer.
• Ideally have experience with different hardware and software, such as Go-Pro and Prezi Presentation, in addition to Microsoft Office suite.

Opportunities

UPS internship positions are yearlong positions offered in the spring, summer, and fall semesters. Internship positions include the following departments:

• Fleet Management (B-747, B-757/767, MD-11, A-300)
• Quality Assurance
• Flight Operations Technical and Safety
• Chief Pilot Office
• Program Development

In our internship program, one will be engaged in challenging work in a supportive environment that assists in career development as a potential full-time professional. At UPS, we believe in relationship-building in a culture that supports community service and sharing knowledge. Through volunteer activities and sponsorship of social events, UPS collectively makes a difference around the globe and encourages interns to join in this rewarding experience.

Benefits & Compensation

Wage: UPS offers competitive pay calculated on the credit hours and flight experience completed at the time of hire. Interns will be allowed 2 paid discretionary days per semester.

Travel: Interns who qualify under the TSA background check will have the opportunity to use UPS jumpseat privileges for UPS business travel.

401(K) Plan: UPS interns are eligible to participate in the UPS 401(K) Savings Plan. UPS will contribute 50% of up to 6% of eligible pay contributed to the UPS Savings Plan.

Employee Discounts: UPS interns can take advantage of their employment status at UPS to enjoy discounts with an approved list of companies in different cities around the country.

How to Apply:
The intern positions can be found on jobs-ups.com by searching “Flight”. All internship positions will include “Intern” in the job title. Clicking on the position will allow one to read the job description and the basic qualification. Remember that different positions will be available at various times.